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We study extensions of the standard model with additional colored scalar fields which can couple
directly to quarks. Natural suppression of flavor changing neutral currents implies minimal flavor
violation, and fixes the scalars to transform as 8; 21=2 under the SU3  SU2 U1 gauge symmetry.
We explore the phenomenology of the standard model with one additional 8; 21=2 scalar, and discuss how
this extension can modify flavor physics and the Higgs boson production rate at the LHC. Custodial SU2
symmetry can be implemented for the octet scalars since they transform as a real color representation.
Additional weak scale degrees of freedom needed for gauge unification are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The minimal standard model for strong weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions has been extremely successful.
However, the recent measurement of neutrino masses re-
quires some modifications to the minimal theory, the sim-
plest being the addition of nonrenormalizable dimension
five operators which generate neutrino masses and mix-
ings. The smallness of the neutrino masses, and the fact
that in the minimal standard model the couplings almost
unify [1], suggests that unification of the strong weak and
electromagnetic interactions occurs at some high scale, and
neutrino mass terms are generated by the seesaw mecha-
nism [2].
Most of the extensions of the standard model with new
physics at the TeV scale have been motivated by the
hierarchy puzzle, i.e., why is the weak scale so small
compared with the Planck or unification scales. However,
the measured value of the cosmological constant suggests
that a fine-tuning that is qualitatively similar to that needed
to achieve the smallness of the weak scale is needed for the
cosmological constant. Perhaps we are not looking at this
issue correctly.
If one does not adopt the hierarchy puzzle as the criteria
for motivating extensions of the standard model then one
can take a more general point of view. Certainly the
hypothesis that the scalar sector contains a single scalar
doublet has not been tested experimentally. Adding addi-
tional scalars that can couple to the quarks typically results
in unacceptably large flavor changing neutral currents.1
Glashow and Weinberg [3] studied extensions with many
scalar doublets, and found that if one scalar coupled to the
up-type quarks and one scalar to the down-type quarks,
then large tree level flavor changing neutral currents are
avoided. They noted that this can be enforced by discrete
symmetries.
In this paper, we study the most general scalar structure
of the standard model, which naturally maintains the small-
ness of flavor changing neutral currents. In the minimal
standard model, the Yukawa interactions of the Higgs
doublet with the quarks are the only interactions that
violate the SU3U  SU3D  SU3Q flavor symmetry.
Here SU3U acts on the right-handed up-type quarks,
SU3D on the right-handed down-type quarks, and
SU3Q on the left-handed quark doublets. By studying
the breaking of this flavor symmetry, we show in Sec. II
that the smallness of flavor changing neutral currents im-
plies the principle of minimal flavor violation (MFV) [4],
and restricts the scalars that can Yukawa couple to the
quarks to either: (1) have the same gauge quantum num-
bers as the Higgs doublet, or (2) transform under SU3 
SU2 U1 as 8; 21=2. The phenomenology of the
minimal standard model with an additional 8; 21=2 scalar
is studied in the remainder of this paper. This model
contains additional sources of CP nonconservation beyond
the standard model Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
phase. The new sources of CP nonconservation give rise to
a contribution to the electric dipole moment of the neutron
that can be near its present experimental limit. The phe-
nomenology of color octet scalars (in the context of Pati-
Salam unification) has been studied in Ref. [5].
In a previous paper [6], we showed that the production
rate for the Higgs particle at the LHC is very sensitive to
new physics. In this paper we show that for a range of
parameters, the color octet scalars we have added can have
a significant impact on the rate for Higgs production
through gluon fusion. Even though there are no flavor
changing neutral currents from tree level color octet scalar
exchange, the charged octet scalars induce flavor changing
effects through loop graphs. These small deviations in the
standard model predictions may be of interest in future
1We use the phrase ‘‘flavor changing neutral currents’’ even
though scalars couple to quark bilinears that are scalars and not
four vectors.
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high precision tests of the flavor structure of the standard
model.
There are two perspectives one can have on the model
we are studying. One is to treat the scalars as fundamental
up to some very high scale. In this case, it is desirable to
have unification of the gauge couplings. We show that if
one adds three real scalars with SU3  SU2 U1
quantum numbers 1; 30 then acceptable unification is
achieved with a unification scale that is large enough to
suppress proton decay. On the other hand it is possible that
the scalars observed are only the low energy remnants of
some more complicated dynamics for the scalar sector that
becomes manifest at an energy scale much below the grand
unified theory (GUT) or Planck scales.
The next section outlines constraints on the SU3 
SU2 U1 quantum numbers of additional scalars that
couple to quarks and naturally have no tree level flavor
changing neutral currents. The explicit model we consider
is given in Sec. III. Section IV discusses the effects of the
octet scalars on precision electroweak physics, and on the
Higgs production cross section. Flavor physics and the
electric dipole moment of the neutron are discussed in
Secs. V and VI. In Sec. VII, the production cross section
of the color octet scalars at the LHC is computed at leading
order. Some possible decays of these states are briefly
discussed. The impact of the new scalars on unification
of the coupling constants is studied in Sec. VIII.
Concluding remarks are given in Sec. IX.
II. FLAVOR CHANGING NEUTRAL CURRENTS
AND MINIMAL FLAVOR VIOLATION
We will consider a generalization of the standard model,
where we include, in addition to the usual Higgs doublet H,
all possible scalar representations which can couple to
quarks. We require that the theory naturally have sup-
pressed flavor changing neutral currents. This requirement,
that flavor conservation by neutral currents ‘‘follows from
the group structure and representation content of the the-
ory, and does not depend on the values taken by the
parameters of the theory,’’ was formulated by Glashow
and Weinberg [3]. We will see that it greatly limits the
possible scalar content of the theory and allowed scalar
couplings.
The standard model quark Yukawa couplings are
 L  gUij uRiQjH  gDij dRiQjHy  H:c:; (1)
where i and j are flavor indices, and gauge indices have
been omitted. The Yukawa couplings generate the mass
matrices
 MUij  gUijhHi; MDij  gDijhHiy; (2)
for the charge 2=3 and 1=3 quarks when the Higgs field
gets a vacuum expectation value hHi  v= 2p . If there are
no tree-level flavor changing neutral currents in the Higgs
sector, one requires that the Yukawa couplings for the
neutral Higgs boson be diagonal in the basis where the
quark mass terms are diagonal [3]. This is automatically
satisfied by Eq. (1), since the Yukawa couplings and mass
matrices are proportional to each other. The standard
model Lagrangian has an SU3U  SU3D  SU3Q
flavor symmetry under which the Yukawa couplings can
be considered as sources which transform as gU 
3U; 3Q, gD  3D; 3Q so that Eq. (1) preserves the flavor
symmetry. The flavor symmetry is explicitly broken by
setting gU;D equal to fixed matrices.
Now consider the most general set of scalars that can
Yukawa couple to standard model quarks through either
quark bilinears or quark-lepton bilinears. The possible
scalar representations are 1; 21=2, 8; 21=2, 6; 31=3,
6; 14=3;1=3;2=3, 3; 31=3, 3; 12=3;1=3;4=3, and their
complex conjugates, and there may be multiple scalars of
each type. Natural neutral current flavor conservation re-
quires that the neutral scalars in all these multiplets auto-
matically have diagonal Yukawa couplings in the basis in
which the quark mass matrix is diagonal.
The case of multiple Higgs doublets in the 1; 21=2
representation was studied by Glashow and Weinberg [3],
and we summarize their argument here: One has a set of
fields H and Yukawa matrices gU;D , and the fermion mass
matrices are
 MU X

gU hHi; MD 
X

gDhHiy: (3)
We require that gU;D be diagonal in the same basis where
MU;D are diagonal. A natural way this is possible is for
there to be only one term in the sum for MU and only one
term in the sum for MD, i.e. only one scalar doublet
couples to the u-type quarks, and one scalar doublet cou-
ples to the d-type quarks. The nonzero terms in Eq. (3) can
have   , or   . This is the Glashow-Weinberg
criterion for Higgs couplings [3].
We now analyze the Glashow-Weinberg criterion in a
group-theoretic way. We will see that it leads to a more
general solution than the one in Ref. [3], and also implies
the MFV principle [4]. The group-theoretic analysis then
generalizes trivially to the case of colored scalars.
gU and MU transform as 3U; 3Q under the flavor sym-
metry, and gD and MD transform as 3D; 3Q. We require
that gU are simultaneously diagonal in basis where MU is
diagonal, i.e. that gU and MU all break SU3U  SU3Q
to the same diagonal U12 subgroup. The only natural
way2 this is possible is for there to be one independent
symmetry breaking matrix GU transforming as 3U; 3Q,
with gU / GU, MU / GU. Similarly, there is one symme-
try breaking matrix GD transforming as 3D; 3Q, with
gD / GD, MD / GD. In summary, all the flavor symmetry
2See the appendix for some comments on naturalness.
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breaking terms must be proportional to the matrices GU;D.
This is sometimes referred to as MFV [4]; we see that it is a
consequence of imposing natural flavor conservation of
neutral currents. It allows for Eq. (3) with several terms
in each sum, provided all the Yukawa matrices are propor-
tional to GU and GD.
In our case, one has Yukawa coupling matrices for all the
allowed scalar representations which can couple to quarks.
Natural neutral current flavor conservation requires that all
these Yukawa couplings must be obtained from the basic
invariants GU;D, so that they are flavor diagonal in the basis
where GU;D (and hence MU;D) are flavor diagonal. This
requirement eliminates most of the allowed scalar repre-
sentations. For example,   6; 31=3 couples to QiQj,
and has a Yukawa coupling which transforms as 6Q under
flavor, since the symmetric product QiQj transforms as 6Q
under flavor. It is not possible to make a 6Q from any
product of GU  3U; 3Q and GD  3D; 3Q. A simple
way to see this is to look at triality under the diagonal
SU3 group. GU;D have triality 0, and 6Q has triality one.
The only representations which have Yukawa couplings to
quarks with natural flavor conservation are the 1; 21=2 and
8; 21=2, and the allowed couplings automatically satisfy
the MFV constraint. The 8; 21=2 Yukawa couplings have
the same form as the 1; 21=2 couplings in Eq. (1) except
for the color structure and an overall normalization,
 L  UgUij uRiTAQjSA  DgDij dRiTAQjSAy  H:c:;
(4)
where U;D are (complex) constants.
The above analysis does not readily generalize to leptons
because of incomplete information on the neutrino sector
of the theory. There are strong experimental constraints on
flavor changing neutral currents in the charged lepton
sector, from limits on processes such as K ! e,  !
e and  ! 3e, but no comparable limits on flavor chang-
ing neutral currents in the neutrino sector. It is also not
known whether there are only light doublet neutrinos with
Majorana masses, or whether there also exist light singlet
neutrinos. The possible scalars which can couple to lepton
bilinears (including possible singlet neutrinos) have the
quantum numbers 1; 21=2, 1; 31, and 1; 12;1;0.
III. THE MODEL
The quantum numbers of scalars that can couple to
quarks, and hence influence precision flavor physics, are
very constrained by the principle of MFV. From the point
of view of LHC phenomenology, the case of additional
color octets is particularly interesting because virtual color
octets that couple to the standard model Higgs doublet
through the scalar potential can have a significant impact
on the rate for Higgs production through gluon fusion.
Motivated by this we study a simple model that adds to
the minimal standard model a 8; 21=2 scalar multiplet
 SA  S
A
S0A
 
; (5)
where A  1; . . . ; 8 is an adjoint color index. The usual
1; 21=2 Higgs doublet is denoted by H.
The most general renormalizable scalar potential is
 V  
4

HyiHi  v
2
2

2  2m2S TrSyiSi
 1HyiHi TrSyjSj  2HyiHj TrSyjSi
 3HyiHyj TrSiSj  4Hyi TrSyjSjSi
 5Hyi TrSyjSiSj  H:c:	  6 TrSyiSiSyjSj
 7 TrSyiSjSyjSi  8 TrSyiSi TrSyjSj
 9 TrSyiSj TrSyjSi  10 TrSiSj TrSyiSyj
 11 TrSiSjSyjSyi: (6)
We have explicitly displayed the SU2 indices on the
Higgs doublet and on the color octet scalars. Traces are
over color indices and the notation, S  SATA is used. 3
has been made real by a phase rotation of the S fields. With
this phase convention, the phases of U;D, and 4;5 repre-
sent additional sources of CP violation beyond those in the
minimal standard model.
The custodial SU2 symmetry of the standard model
can be extended to this theory, since SA is an SU2 doublet
and a real representation under color. One can construct3
 S A  S
0
A SA
SA S0A
 
(7)
in analogy with the Higgs doublet
 H  H
0
 H
H H0
 
(8)
which transform under custodial SU2 as
 H ! UHUy; SA ! USAUy: (9)
This symmetry is left unbroken by the Higgs vacuum
expectation value
 hH i 
v
2
p 0
0
v
2
p
 !
: (10)
The potential Eq. (6) is custodial SU2 symmetric if
 23  2; 26  27  11; 9  10: (11)
The Higgs vacuum expectation value causes a tree level
mass splitting between the octet scalars. It is convenient to
decompose the neutral complex octet scalars into two real
scalars,
3This construction would not be possible if the scalars trans-
formed under a complex color representation since the different
components of S would transform differently under color.
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 SA0  S
A0
R  iSA0I
2
p : (12)
Then the tree level mass spectrum is
 m2S  m2S  1
v2
4
;
m2
S0R
 m2S  1  2  23
v2
4
;
m2
S0I
 m2S  1  2  23
v2
4
:
(13)
The Yukawa couplings of the octet scalars to the quarks
are given in Eq. (4). In the quark mass eigenstate basis
these Yukawa couplings are
 L   2p U uiR miUv TAuiLSA0  H:c:
 2p U uiR miUv TAVijdjLSA  H:c:
 2p D diR miDv TAdiLSA0y  H:c:
 2p D diR miDv VyijTAujLSA  H:c:; (14)
where V is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix and
TA are the eight color generators. Lower case Roman
letters are used to denote mass eigenstate fields so, for
example, u1 is the up quark field and m1U is its mass.
Which color octet state is the lightest depends on the
parameters in the scalar potential. If a neutral state is the
lightest, then the heavier charged ones can decay to it by
emitting a charged W boson. Whether the W is real or
virtual depends on the magnitude of the mass splitting.
Similarly if the charged states are the lightest the two
neutral states might be able to decay to them via emission
of a charged W boson. The color octet scalars can also
decay to quarks. The charged ones decay almost exclu-
sively to t b and the two neutral color octet scalars decay
almost exclusively to tt.
 
S ! t b  jUj
2
16m3S

mt
v

2jVtbj2m2S m2t 2;
S0R ! tt 
mS
16

mt
v

2

jReUj2

1 4m
2
t
m2S

3=2
 jImUj2

1 4m
2
t
m2S

1=2

;
S0I ! tt 
mS
16

mt
v

2

jReUj2

1 4m
2
t
m2S

1=2
 jImUj2

1 4m
2
t
m2S

3=2

: (15)
IV. ELECTROWEAK AND HIGGS PHYSICS
For weak scale physics, the colored scalars can be
integrated out and their effects are encoded in the coeffi-
cients of nonrenormalizable operators that are SU3 
SU2 U1 invariant. We are most interested in the
nonrenormalizable operators that, when added to those in
the minimal standard model, change the rates for the
processes gg ! h, h !  and h ! Z. These processes
are accessible at the LHC, and since in the standard model
they arise from one-loop matrix elements, they are sensi-
tive to beyond the standard model physics. The total width
for Higgs decay is approximately independent of the con-
tributions of the higher dimension operators we are con-
sidering since for a light Higgs the total width is dominated
by the channels, h ! b b, h ! c c, h ! 	 	, h ! ZZ
, h !
WW
 which arise in the standard model from tree level
matrix elements. For a heavier Higgs the decay rate is
dominated by h ! ZZ and h ! WW which also occur at
tree level and hence are insensitive to the effects of virtual
color octet scalars.4
Assuming CP conservation the correction to the
Lagrange density from the dimension six operators that
contribute to 
gg ! h, h !  and h ! Z are
 
L   cGg
2
3
22
HyHGAGA  cWg
2
2
22
HyHWaWa
 cBg
2
1
22
HyHBB  cWBg1g222 H
y
aHBWa;
(16)
where g1, g2 and g3 are the weak hypercharge, SU2 and
strong SU3 gauge couplings, B is the field strength
tensor for the hypercharge gauge group, Wa is the field
strength tensor for the weak SU2 gauge group and GA
is the strong interaction field strength tensor. The first three
terms in Eq. (16) are not constrained by precision electro-
weak physics. If we replace the Higgs field by its vacuum
expectation value then they just give a redefinition of the
gauge couplings. However the last term contributes to the
precision electroweak variable S [7].
Integrating out the color octet scalars at one loop we find
that
 
cG
2
 3
2
cW
2
 3
2
cB
2
 21  2
642m2S
;
cWB
2
  2
482m2S
;
c
2
 cW  cB  cWB
2
  1
242m2S
:
(17)
4Throughout this paper we assume v2=m2S is significantly less
than unity. The center of mass energy of the LHC is s  14 TeV,
which is larger than mS. Nevertheless, one can still integrate out
S to compute its effect on Higgs production, because gg ! h is
governed by the parton center of mass energy s^  m2h.
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The coefficient cWB is constrained by the experimental
results on the precision electroweak parameter S.
Explicitly,
 cWB   18
2
v2
S: (18)
The current experimental limit is S  0:13 0:10. The
constraint on S does not restrict the value of cG to be so
small that it has a negligible impact on Higgs production at
the LHC. For example, consider the case mS  0:75 TeV,
1  4 and 2  1. Then we have that S ’ 0:006 and
cG  0:03=1 TeV2. A value of cG this large causes
almost a factor of 2 increase in the Higgs production rate at
the LHC [6], while decreasing the H !  branching ratio
by about 10%. At present, the standard model gluon fusion
Higgs production cross section has been calculated to next-
to-next-to-leading order order and a soft gluon resumma-
tion has been done [8–10]. The theoretical uncertainty
from higher order QCD corrections is estimated to be
around 10%. There are also additional sources of uncer-
tainly in the theoretical prediction for the cross section, for
example, from the uncertainty in the parton distributions
and the top quark mass. An enhancement by a factor of 2 is
well outside the uncertainties in the standard model Higgs
production rate.
The Higgs vacuum expectation value causes a tree level
splitting between the charged and neutral S scalars. This
gives a contribution to the rho parameter,
   M
2
W M2W3
M2W
: (19)
The change in the rho parameter induced by the color
octet scalars is
    dim
16sin2WM2W

1
2
fm; mR  12 fm; mI
 1
2
fmR;mI

(20)
where m is the charged scalar mass, and mR;I are the
neutral scalar masses and dim 8 is the dimension of the
color representation of the scalars. The function f is
 fm1; m2  m21 m22 
2m21m
2
2
m21 m22
ln
m21
m22
: (21)
For m1 ’ m2
 fm1; m2 ’ m
2
1 m222
3m21
; (22)
so that Eq. (20) is approximately
  ’ 
6sin2WM2Wm
2;R;I
m2 m2Rm2 m2I ; (23)
where m2;R;I is a typical scalar mass, and we have used
dim 8. Using the masses in Eq. (13) gives
  ’ v
4
96sin2WM2Wm
2
S
22  423
 sin
2WM2W
963m2S
22  423: (24)
Note that the scalar contribution to the rho parameter is
related to their contribution to the precision electroweak
parameter T by   T. Suppose mS  0:75 TeV,
2  1 and 3  1. Then the color octet scalars contribute
T  0:04 which is consistent with the experimental
constraint, T  0:17 0:12.
V. FLAVOR PHYSICS
Virtual charged octet scalar exchange gives rise to new
contributions to rare weak processes. For example, one-
loop diagrams give an additional contribution to the effec-
tive Hamiltonian for jSj  2 K0  K0 mixing. This sys-
tem has provided important constraints on extensions of
the scalar sector that contain several (color singlet) Higgs
doublets [11]. Writing the new contribution to the effective
Hamiltonian in the form
 H jSj2  CV
tdVts	2 dLsL dLsL  H:c:;
(25)
we find that at one loop (neglecting, for simplicity, terms
suppressed by m2W=m2S and m2t =m2S) the Wilson coefficient
C is
 C  jUj2 M
2
Wm
4
t
242v4m2t m2Wm2S

1 1
4

m2t
m2W

 1
4m2t m2W

4M2W ln

M2W
m2t

 m
2
t
M2W
m2t  2m2W
 ln

m2S
m2t

m2W ln

m2S
M2W

 jUj4 m
4
t
162v4m2S
11
18
:
(26)
Here we used the Fierz identities
  dLTAsL dLTAsL  13 dLsL dLsL; (27)
and
  dLTATBsL dLTBTAsL  1118 dLsL dLsL:
(28)
It is understood that in Eq. (26) the Wilson coefficient is
evaluated at a subtraction point of order MW . We do not
include renormalization group running between mS and
MW but integrate out the color octet scalars, the top quark
and the W-bosons at once. Since we are considering color
octet scalars that are heavier than the Higgs doublet vac-
uum expectation value v, and U is a free parameter, it is
evident that Eq. (26) can give an acceptably small contri-
bution to K0  K0 mixing.
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If D is not small then the effects of virtual charged octet
can be quite important for weak radiative B-meson decay.
For small U, the effective Hamiltonian gets the additional
contribution
 H   CV
tsVtb	emb sL
FbR  H:c:; (29)
with Wilson coefficient
 C  
U
D

m2t
v2

1
182m2S
fm2t =m2S; (30)
where
 fx  14

1 2x lnx x2
1 x3


1 lnx x
1 x2

: (31)
U and D also enter the effective Hamiltonian for
nonleptonic B decay via the gluon magnetic moment op-
erator
 H g  CgV
tsVtb	g3mb sL
GbR  H:c:; (32)
with Wilson coefficient
 Cg  
U
D

m2t
v2

1
242m2S
fgm2t =m2S; (33)
where
 fgx 

1 2x lnx x2
1 x3

 1
4
1 lnx x
1 x2

: (34)
Since the charge 1=3 quarks all have masses much
smaller than v, the value of jDj can be much larger than
unity without the color octet scalars being strongly coupled
to the quarks. The inclusive B ! Xs rate agrees with the
standard model prediction to within the experimental and
theoretical errors (about 10%). Using Eqs. (29)–(31) gives
that the magnitude of the color octet scalar contribution to
C divided by the standard model value is
 jCoctet =Cs:m: j  0:04jUDjfm2t =m2S

1 TeV
mS

2
:
(35)
Note that for mS  1 TeV f  3. Since jDj can be large
even color octet scalars with masses well above a TeV, and
hence unobservable at the LHC, can have a significant
impact on weak radiative B meson decay. The phases of
U;D can contribute to CP violation in weak radiative B
meson decay.
VI. NEUTRON ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT
CP violation in the couplings of the octet scalars con-
tributes to the neutron electric dipole moment. The domi-
nant contribution is through the color electric dipole
moment of the b-quark [12], which induces Weinberg’s
CP-violating three-gluon operator [13] when the b-quark
is integrated out.
The b-quark color electric dipole is given by computing
the b ! bg amplitude, rather than the b ! sg amplitude
computed in Eqs. (32), so the result is obtained by the
replacement sL ! bL and V
ts ! V
tb in Eq. (32), with
Eq. (33) remaining unchanged. Using Eq. (33) at the scale
MW running down to low energies [12,14] and computing
the neutron matrix element of the three-gluon operator at
low-energies using naive dimensional analysis [15] gives
us an estimate for the neutron electric dipole moment.
There are two versions of naive dimensional analysis
which have been used [16]: (a) gG is counted as order
2, or (b) G is counted as order f. The two methods
give the same result if one assumes that s 1 GeV 
4, otherwise, method (b) gives an estimate for the matrix
element that is s=4	3=2 times that of method (a).
The renormalization group scaling of the operator to low
energies also depends on s. Assuming s
1 GeV  1, method (b) gives the estimate
 dn  4 Im
U
D	fgm2t =m2S

1 TeV
mS

2
1026 e-cm; (36)
and assuming s 1 GeV  4, method (a) gives the
estimate
 dn  Im
U
D	fgm2t =m2S

1 TeV
mS

2
1026 e-cm: (37)
For mS  1 TeV, fg  1:5. Note that the ratio of these two
estimates is not 1=43=2 because of the anomalous di-
mension of Weinberg’s CP-violating three-gluon operator.
Even for color octet scalars with masses larger than a TeV,
the electron dipole moment of the neutron can be close to
the experimental limit, dn < 6:3 1026 e cm.
VII. COLOR OCTET PRODUCTION
In addition to changing the standard model values of
physical quantities through their virtual effects, the color
octet scalars can be produced directly at the LHC. Their
production is dominated by gluon fusion and the scalar
production cross section for either the charged or (two)
neutral colored scalars is
 
d

dt
 
2
s
s2
2CRdR
d2A

CR  CA4

 CA
4
u t2
s2

1
 2m
2
St
m2S  t2
 2m
2
Su
m2S  u2
 4m
4
S
m2S  tm2S  u

:
(38)
Here CR;A and dR;A are the quadratic Casimir and the
dimension of the color representation for the final state
scalars and for the adjoint representation, respectively. For
octet scalars, CR  CA  3, dR  dA  8. For real sca-
lars, there is an additional factor of 1=2. Equation (38)
agrees with the squark production cross section [17] for
CR  4=3, dR  3.
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The integrated cross section is
 

  
2
s
s2
2CRdR
d2A

1
6
6CR4m2S  s  CA10m2S  s
 4m
2
S
s
CAm2S  CRs 2m2S ln
1 
1 

; (39)
where
  

1 4m
2
S
s
s
(40)
is the velocity of the scalars in the center of mass frame.5
In Fig. 1, we have plotted the charged scalar production
rate as a function of the scalar mass. The hadronic cross
sections were computed using the CTEQ5 parton distribu-
tions [18], and s was evaluated at   2mS. The neutral
scalars S0R and S0I are real, and so each of them has a
production rate half that of a charged scalar with the
same mass.
Observability of the color octet scalars depends on their
decays. Consider, for example, the situation where the
charged color octet scalars are heavier than the neutral
ones and can decay to the neutral ones via W boson
emission. Then the decay chains, S ! WS0 ! Wtt !
WWWb b, S ! t b ! W bb, and S0 ! tt !
WWb b occur.
VIII. UNIFICATION
Simple unification scenarios for the standard model do
not give the precise experimental value of sin2W , and have
a unification scale that is too small for an acceptable proton
decay rate. In standard SU5 unification of the minimal
standard model, the one loop running gives sin2W 
0:207 and MG  7 1014 GeV using sMZ  0:1187.
Since sin2W is known more accurately than sMZ, it is
better to use sin2W  0:2312 as the input, and then pre-
dict sMZ  0:07 and MG  1 1013 GeV. Adding the
8; 11=2 octet scalar changes the above values to sMZ 
0:06 and MG  8 1013 GeV. This gives a somewhat
better value for MG, but sMZ is about the same as in
the standard model.
Unification can be achieved by adding other scalars that
do not couple to the quarks and leptons. Consider, for
example, adding to the minimal standard model the
8; 11=2 octet scalars and nT real 1; 30 scalars. Then for
nT  3, sMZ  0:122 and MG  9 1015 GeV.
The additional SU2 triplets add the following terms to
the most general renormalizable scalar potential:
 
V  m2TjTaj Taj  jklmTaj TakTbl Tbm  ijkabcTai Tbj Tck
1jSAy
aSATaj  gjkHyHTaj Tak
2jHy
aHTaj ; (42)
where j  1–3 labels the different triplets. We have sup-
pressed the SU2 indices on the Higgs doublet and on the
color octet scalars. Brackets are sometimes used to indicate
how the suppressed SU2 indices are contracted. We
assume that there is an approximate T ! T symmetry
that is broken by the very small dimensionful parameters
1 and 2 as well as the dimensionful parameter . For
simplicity, we take the triplet scalars to be very heavy so
that their production at the LHC is negligible.
Since the parameters that break the T ! T symmetry
are very small, the vacuum expectation value of the neutral
component of these fields can be neglected. Nonetheless,
the T ! T symmetry breaking is needed for these scalars
to decay.
The above scenario gives acceptable coupling constant
unification and proton decay, with only a modest extension
of the low-energy scalar sector of the standard model.
FIG. 1 (color online). Production rate for color octet scalars at
the LHC via gluon fusion as a function of the scalar mass. The
rate shown is that for charged scalars. One needs to use half the
above rate for each of the two neutral scalars. The rates were
computed using the CTEQ5 distributions at leading order
(dashed blue) and next-to-leading order (solid red).
5As  ! 0, the cross section approaches
 
2s
16m2
2CRdR
d2A
4CR  CA; (41)
which is positive, since CRdR4CR  CA is always positive for
nonsinglet representations of any gauge group.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
The scalar sector of the standard model may be more
complicated than just a single Higgs doublet. We argued
that natural suppression of flavor changing neutral currents
implies that only scalars with SU3  SU2 U1
quantum numbers of the Higgs doublet or 8; 21=2 will
couple to the quarks. Motivated by this we considered the
phenomenology of a model where a 8; 21=2 scalar is
added to the minimal standard model. Even though this
model has no flavor changing neutral currents at tree level,
it does give corrections from loop graphs, that may be
important for precision flavor physics. In particular, there
are new sources of CP violation which give rise to a
contribution to the electric dipole moment of the neutron
that can be near the present experimental limit.
For a range of parameters, the modification of the stan-
dard model we propose can have a significant impact
(factors of two) on the Higgs boson production rate at the
LHC. The spectrum of the color octet scalars depends on
parameters in the Higgs potential, and it influences the
decay channels available to these scalars. For a range of
parameters, the effects of these colored scalars would first
be seen indirectly at the LHC via their influence on the
Higgs production rate, rather than via direct colored scalar
production. Finally, we showed that unification of the
gauge couplings occurs in our model if one also adds three
real scalars with SU3  SU2 U1 quantum numbers
1; 20.
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APPENDIX: NATURALNESS
MFV leads to neutral current flavor conservation. The
converse is not necessarily true. Neutral current flavor
conservation implies that all the Yukawa matrices are
diagonal in the same basis. MFV requires that they are
all proportional (to gU or gD), which is a stronger con-
straint. We have argued that the additional requirement of
naturalness implies the stronger constraint that all the
Yukawa couplings are proportional to gU or gD, and hence
implies MFV.
What is natural depends on assumptions about the
underlying theory and how parameters are generated. We
have assumed that symmetries are important, and that the
underlying theory has a SU3U  SU3D  SU3Q fla-
vor symmetry that is broken, and this breaking generates
Yukawa matrices. There are other scenarios which would
lead to different conclusions. For definiteness, consider
two Yukawa matrices A and B which transform like gU.
They can be written as
 A  UAAVA; B  UBBVB; (A1)
where UA;B and VA;B are unitary, and A;B are real, non-
negative and diagonal. It is possible that the underlying
theory generates A;B by some mechanism, and UA;B, VA;B
by a different mechanism which naturally gives UA  UB
and VA  VB. Then one would automatically have no tree-
level flavor changing currents, but the MFV constraint
would not be satisfied since A and B need not be
proportional.
Note that a simple algebraic relation such as A;B	  0
is not equivalent to the requirement that A and B are
simultaneously diagonalizable, since A and B are not
Hermitian. Simple counterexamples for two flavors are
 A  1 0
1 0
 
; B  1 0
0 1
 
(A2)
which commute but are not simultaneously diagonalizable,
and
 A  cos 0 sin 0
 
; B  0 sin
0 cos
 
(A3)
which are simultaneously diagonalizable but do not
commute.
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